Content Emphases by Cluster--Grade 3 *
Not all of the content in a given grade is emphasized equally in the standards. Some clusters require
greater emphasis than the others based on the depth of the ideas, the time that they take to master,
and/or their importance to future mathematics or the demands of college and career readiness. In
addition, an intense focus on the most critical material at each grade allows depth in learning, which is
carried out through the Standards for Mathematical Practice.
To say that some things have greater emphasis is not to say that anything in the standards can safely be
neglected in instruction. Neglecting material will leave gaps in student skill and understanding and may
leave students unprepared for the challenges of a later grade. The following table identifies the Major
Clusters, Additional Clusters, and Supporting Clusters for this grade.
Key:

Major Clusters;

Supporting Clusters;

Additional Clusters

Operations and Algebraic Thinking

Represent and solve problems involving multiplication and division..

Understand properties of multiplication and the relationship between multiplication and division..
Multiply and divide within 100..

Solve problems involving the four operations, and identify and explain patterns in arithmetic..

Number and Operations in Base Ten

Use place value understanding and properties of operations to perform multi-digit arithmetic..

Number and Operations—Fractions

Develop understanding of fractions as numbers..

Measurement and Data

Solve problems involving measurement and estimation of intervals of time, liquid volumes,,and
masses of objects.
Represent and interpret data..

Geometric measurement: understand concepts of area and relate area to multiplication and,to
addition.
Geometric measurement: recognize perimeter as an attribute of plane figures and distinguish
between linear and area measures.

Geometry

Reason with shapes and their attributes..

*

Emphases are given at the cluster level. Refer to the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics for the specific standards
that fall within each cluster.

